#LEDF32T8CDL

T8 Linear LED, fully encapsulated, 17 Watt power consumption, replaces 48” 32W-40W T8/T10/T12 fluorescent lamps. Suitable for both open and fully enclosed fixtures. **Now classified under UL1598C** which enables fixture to retain UL listing after modification.

- 17W power consumption
- 120° Beam angle
- 120-277VAC Non-Dimmable
- G13 Base
- Available in 3000K, 4000K or 5700K CCT
- >80 CRI
- 50,000 Rated L70 LED life
- Single end hot/neutral, non-shunted G13 only
- UL Classified (US & CA) 1598C
- 5 Year warranty

**Note:** When retrofitting LED to fluorescent fixture, ballast must be by-passed when present. Eliminating the ballast saves additional costs related to maintenance, energy consumption and performance. Additionally, by-passing ballast will insure no RFI interference.

**Packaging:** 24/Master Ctn.  
Unit: 47.8” x 1.3” x 1.3”  
Master: 49.8” x 14” x 6.1”
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